Eugene Ballet – The SLEEPING BEAUTY Sets

For more information about the Sleeping Beauty set rental contact Production Manager Josh Neckels at 541 485 3992. 
[Link: josh@eugeneballet.org]

Above: The Palace set is used in the Prologue Christening scene, the crib is placed up-stage left, and Act III Princess Aurora and Prince Florimund’s Wedding Celebration. Full stage palace interior backdrop, mid-stage curtain portal, wrought iron and post balustrade, throne dais with 2 thrones, benches and flower vases.
Above: Act I  Princess Aurora’s Birthday scene. Palace exterior backdrop, 3 tree portals, 1 balustrade (same as prologue/Act III) out-door benches, dais and 2 thrones.

Above: Act II: the Vision Scene in which Prince Desiré dances with the vision of Princess Aurora. Sky back drop, 1 cutout tree drop with stage left cut opening, 2 tree portals (same as Act I)
Left: Prologue
Princess Aurora crib
on rolling unit

Below: Act II Lilac Fairy Boat, plays behind the Act II cut out tree portal
Set piece Inventory:
Prologue & Act III
1 Interior Backdrop
1 Mid-stage Curtain portal
Act I
1 Palace Exterior Backdrop
3 Tree portals
Act II
1 Sky Drop
1 Cut tree drop
2 Tree portals (Same as Act I)

Set Piece
1 Balustrade with wrought iron work (plays interior and exterior scenes)
1 Lilac fairy boat
1 Princess Aurora crib
1 throne dais with 2 thrones
2 benches interior/exterior
6 vases with silk/paper flowers
1 Aurora’s bed (not pictured)

A full set of Sleeping Beauty costumes is also available for rent.